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Abstract

The wire-based deposition of metallic light-weight materials such as titanium

or aluminium alloys has recently received increasing attention in industry and

academia. In particular, the focus is on the processing of high deposition rates,

which strongly contributes to good economic production. However, this is

mostly associated with process-limiting phenomena such as the development

of high temperatures resulting in poor surface finish as well as coarse and uni-

directional solidification microstructures. In this regard, laser systems, which

are already widely used in industrial processes, allow for a great variety in the

controllability of energy inputs, thereby enabling the control of process tem-

peratures and resulting microstructures. The subject of the current study is

the detailed elucidation and evaluation of important features such as the de-

velopment of temperature gradients, resulting cooling rates and thermal cycles

for different laser irradiation intensities in order to gain insights for further

improvements of the process. Significant heat accumulation and process insta-

bilities at high irradiation intensities and inhomogeneous thermal profiles along

the length and height of the parts were observed. In contrast, lower irradiation

intensities resulted in a more stable process with increased cooling rates, which
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favourably influenced the reduction in thermal stresses as well as refinement of

the solidification structure.

Keywords: Laser Additive Manufacturing; Aluminium alloy; Infrared

Thermography; Laser Metal Deposition; Thermal analysis
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1. Introduction

Laser metal deposition (LMD) is a melt solidification process that uses laser

energy to melt the processed material [1, 2, 3, 4]. It has similarities to fusion

welding processes such as laser beam welding (LBW) enhanced by the layered

addition of a specific material, which is the key method in additive manufac-

turing [2, 3, 4, 5]. Already gained knowledge in the field of LBW can therefore

be transferred to wire-based LMD processes. Recent publications have demon-

strated the feasibility of wire-based LMD of Al-Mg alloys [3, 6]. The high degree

of reflection, as well as the strong tendency of pore development in the processing

of Al represent great challenges regarding the achievement of sufficient melting10

and homogeneous solidification. By this, the amount of heat input as well as

its feasibility during wire-based LMD of Al is an important aspect.

As already investigated by Leong and Geyer [7, 8], laser irradiance is one main

parameter to describe the required energy input to melt a material in laser-

assisted fusion processes. Therefore, the transfer from LBW to AM processes as

well as the detailed characterization of its influence is assumed to give relevant

information with respect to process controllability. Due to the fact that the de-

veloped temperatures in fusion-based processes of metals have great effects on

important characteristics such as microstructure, residual stresses or stability of

the chemical composition, their investigation is urgently needed to understand20

and adjust the process properly [9, 5, 10, 11]. However, the documentation of

the thermal history during AM processes poses significant challenges in terms

of its feasibility and evaluation of the results [10]. Thermocouple measurements

near the fusion line are well known to enable the determination of important in-

formation during LBW processes [12, 13]. In multi-layer deposition, the distance

between the deposition point and the thermocouples in the substrate increases

with increasing number of layers. Furthermore, the conduction conditions, espe-

cially in the early stages of the process, are strongly influenced by the presence

of the substrate and might change with increasing structural height [14]. Thus,

obtaining meaningful information by means of thermocouple measurements, es-30
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pecially for later stages of the deposition process, is difficult [15, 16, 17]. In this

regard, thermography in terms of infrared (IR) camera observations is found to

reveal important information regarding the temperature distribution along the

whole deposition process [10, 16, 17, 18]. However, the quality of the results ob-

tained strongly depends on the quality of calibration of the camera equipment,

which necessitates a detailed analysis of possible measurement uncertainties,

especially for the application during a dynamic process such as LMD [5, 18, 19].

A detailed investigation of the temperature evolution during the LMD process

by a systematic variation of the laser irradiance is performed in this work. To

achieve reliable results, the IR camera equipment is precisely tuned and an es-40

timation of measurement errors is included in the analysis. Thus, a process

monitoring is sought, which also allows conclusions about the process stability

or changes of relevant temperature phenomena such as heat accumulation that

directly affect the solidification process or residual stress distribution.

2. Laser Metal Deposition Process

A schematic view of the deposition process is shown in Fig. 1 (a). A three-

axis, CNC-assisted machine centre was used for the deposition process, where

local argon shielding gas of 10 l/min was applied onto the material through

a nozzle. An Ytterbium fibre laser used for power supply was equipped on

the z axis of the system working with a wavelength of 1070 nm. During the50

deposition, the Al-Mg wire (EN AW 5087) with a diameter of 1 mm was fed

with a constant velocity onto the clamped substrate material (EN AW 5754;

thickness of 3 mm) using an inclination angle of 35◦ in dragging configuration.

In this regard, a unidirectional deposition strategy was chosen that has been

reported to reduce heat accumulation within the deposited wall-like structure

as compared to conducting bidirectional multi-layer deposition [17]. Moreover,

in order to realize a relative high heat conduction into the underlying structure,

a constant interlayer waiting time of approximately 60 s was used.
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Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the deposition process for wire-based LMD (a) as well as the

incremental height increase during deposition using the two investigated parameter sets (b).

It has previously been reported that this strategy has beneficial effects in

terms of the development of a refined microstructure even for AM with high60

throughput of metallic material [20]. Energetic parameters such as the heat in-

put or the specific energy input in order to achieve macroscopic defect-free struc-

tures have already been identified [2, 21]. As the laser irrdiation I is one of the

most significant parameters in laser fusion-based processes, this study is focused

on its effect on the process stabilty and resulting temperature evoultion. In this

regard, two parameter sets, representing the minimum and maximum extreme

case for the energy input but still producing defective-free structures are investi-

gated. The minimum and maximum laser irradiation thresholds, 1.10 kJ/mm2

and 2.20 kJ/mm2, are calculated according to the considerations of Leong and

Geyer [7, 8]. In the following, parameter set 1 represents the maximum irra-70

diation intensity, at which the process changes from conduction to deep pen-

etration welding. Set 2 denotes the minimum irradiation intensity threshold,

below which the process becomes unstable as not enough heat is provided. The

investigated process boundaries therefore define the stable range of the process

in which energetic adjustments are possible. The variation of the irradiation

intensity was performed by a systematic adjustment of the focal position, while

the laser power was kept constant. A summary of the process parameters ap-

plied is given in Table 1. 20 layers with a length of 280 mm using both sets
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were deposited in order to achieve wall-like structures. Total structure heights

of 33 mm and 37 mm by an average layer height of h1 = 1.66 ± 0.27mm and80

h2 = 1.86 ±0.56mm for set 1 and 2 were achieved as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b).

Table 1: Summary of parameter sets representing the lower (set 2) and upper (set 1) irradiation

thresholds.

Parameter Symbol Set 1 Set 2 Unit

Laser power P 4000 W

Wire-feeding rate vw 10 m/min

Deposition velocity vt 1 m/min

Line energy E 240 J/mm

Specific energy Wg 11.5 kJ/g

Laser irradiance I 2.20 1.10 kJ/mm2

Focal spot area A 2.00 3.63 mm2

3. Characterization Methods

3.1. Thermocouple Measurements

The substrate sheets were equipped with thermocouples from the backside as

schematically shown in Fig. 2. The thermocouples were coated with a conduc-

tive paste and located 0.5 mm relative to the substrate surface after a distance

of 140 mm from the start point of deposition.

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the substrate material and thermocouple positions inserted

from the backside (a) as well as the identification of the thermocouple positions with respect

to the substrate surface (b).
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3.2. Thermography

Furthermore, an IR camera Optris PI400 was focused to the centre of the

specimens to be deposited having a vertical distance of 30 mm and horizontal

distance of 200 mm, see Fig. 3. A safety distance, large enough to protect

the optical lens of the camera from possible spatter and elevated temperatures

but close enough to achieve reliable resulting in a spatial resolution of 0.68

mm/pixel, was chosen.

Figure 3: Schematic visualization of the IR thermography setup used in the experiments (a)

together with an IR camera snapshot during the deposition of one exemplary layer (b).

The basic equation for calculating the temperature by measuring the emissivity

of a material according to Stefan-Boltzmann law for non-black body on an

normalized area is given as

ET = εθ στ T
4 (1)

where ET is the specific radiance of the sample, στ is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant and T represents the (thermodynamic) temperature of the sample90

[10, 18, 22, 23]. The specific radiance is strongly dependent on the temperature-

dependent emission coefficient εθ, which therefore has to be calibrated precisely.

Two different temperature ranges were used for the measurements to obtain the
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most accurate results in low (0 − 250◦C) and high (150 − 950◦C) temperature

areas of the structures. Table 2 summarizes the most important data of the

IR camera system according to the suppliers specifications used in the current

study.

Table 2: Data of the IR camera system employed in the experimental study.

Parameter Value Unit

Object lens 38 × 29 ◦

Spectral range 7.5 − 13 µm

1st working range 0 − 250 ◦C

2nd working range 150 − 950 ◦C

Resolution 382 × 288 pixel

Frequency 27 or 80 Hz

The emissivity of a material is strongly dependent on many parameters such as

surface quality or the temperature itself [10]. Therefore, thermocouple measure-

ments are used to calibrate the specific coefficient of emissivity εθ. Generally,100

the coefficient varies in a range between zero and one. In this regard, εθ = 1.0

represents the theoretical ideal emission of a black body. However, the surface of

the deposited structures shows a bright surface as the the smoke generated dur-

ing the process settles on the structure produced. Consequently, εθ is expected

to show a comparably low value. To account for this, two reference locations P1

and P2 were defined, as shown in Fig. 3, at which two thermocouples are fixed

for the calibration of εθ within a preliminary study. The coefficient of emissivity

was adjusted to yield equivalent temperature results at the reference positions

for both thermocouples as well as thermographic measurements1. As reported

by Yang et al. [10] and Frappier et al. [19], an assessment of uncertainty has110

to be conducted in order to check, whether IR measurements are relevant for

precise temperature assessments.

1Due to the different distances to the deposition and therefore anticipated resulting temper-

atures, the IR camera is applied at P1 using a working temperature range between 150−950◦C,

where the working temperature range 0 − 150◦C is used at P2.
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This calculation was performed using the considerations of Frappier et al

[19], in which three basic contributions are stated to be considered in the total

error |∆T | as

|∆T | =
√

∆T 2
epsilonθ

+ ∆T 2
trans + ∆T 2

exp. (2)

In this regard, ∆Tepsilonθ represents the error due to the uncertainty of εθ during

the measuring process, ∆Ttrans the resulting error coming from the transforma-

tion of the IR intensity into direct temperature values and ∆Texp the experi-

mental error caused by imprecise calibration and adjustment of the equipment.

However, as Frappier et al. [19] discussed, in case of an application according to

the producers specifications, ∆Ttrans and ∆Texp are certified to be neglectable.

Therefore, solely ∆Tepsilonθ has to be taken into account and is determined as

|∆T epsilonθ | =
1

n

n∑
i=1

√(
TCi − TIRi (εθ)

TCi

)2

. (3)

TCi is the temperature measured by thermocouple and TIRi (εθ) the temperature

measured by thermography for a specific coefficient of emissivity, at a specific

location i. A relative error of |∆T epsilonθ | = 2.81% in case of P1 as well as

1.75% in case of P2 using εθ = 0.32 was determined as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of temperature measurements via thermocouples and IR camera at posi-

tion P1 (a) and position P2 (b) using εθ = 0.32. Good agreement between both measurement

techniques is obtained.
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3.3. Optical Microscopy

Representative cross and longitudinal sections were cut from the middle

section of the samples. The samples were mounted, ground, polished and elec-

trolytically etched using the Barker method to visualize the microstructural120

features of the Mg-containing Al alloy using polarized light through inverted

optical microscopy (OM) Leica DMI 5000M. Using these metallographic inspec-

tions, information regarding the effect of different temperature evolutions on

the microstructure are revealed.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Macroscopic Appearance

Multi-layer single-pass deposition of metals at high deposition rates is usu-

ally associated with poor surface qualities of the deposited structures [2]. This

can partially traced back to the fact that inhomogeneous solidification along

the height of a deposited layer occurs. Particularly in case of high throughput130

deposition, the lower portion of the layer in the immediate vicinity of the pre-

vious layer solidifies faster than the remaining upper portion of the layer. In

case of high throughput deposition, the required high energy inputs promote the

development of high temperatures, strongly affecting the viscosity and surface

tension of the liquid [24]. Furthermore, high feeding rates of the wire material

additionally support the deveopment of increased melt pool dynamics [5, 25]. As

a result, the solidifiaction is strongly affected and a more narrow layer thickness

along the transition from the previous to the freshly deposited layers occurs,

whereas more wide and flat layer geometries for the middle fraction of the lay-

ers develop [16]. This effect was recently investigated to be controllable by a140

systematic adjustment of the process paramters to some extent, thus enabling

the tailoring of the geometrical shape of the layers [3].
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Fig. 5 shows representative photographs of the surface quality of the de-

posited samples. The effective thickness of a deposited structure is determined

by the deepest groove of the sample from both sides. Therefore, achieving a

smooth surface of the deposited structure is important to maximize the effec-

tive thickness of the part and to minimize the amount of material to be removed.

In this context, post processing such as milling is usually performed to achieve

a high surface quality [2, 26, 27]. The surface of the structure processed with

higher laser irradiance shows a few but large grooves, whereas parameter set150

2, working with lower irradiance resulted in many fine surface grooves. The

effective thickness after milling the deposited structures was measured to be

teff1 = 3.2mm and teff2 = 4.5mm, which resulted in a thickness reduction

of 33% in case of parameter set 1 and only 13% for parameter set 2. High

thermal stresses, as expressed by large thermal expansions and contractions are

assumed to increase the surface roughness by inhomogeneous material shrink-

age during solidification [28]. In this context, the surface quality of a deposited

sample can already provide first insights about the temperature development

and homogeneity during the process.

Figure 5: Optical photographs of the macroscopic surface appearance after wire-brush clean-

ing, taken from the middle of the wall structure for parameter set 1 (a) showing deep grooves

and parameter set 2 (b), in which increased surface smoothness is observed.
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4.2. Temperature Evolution160

The temperature evolutions measured in the middle of the deposition tracks

via thermocouples, are plotted in Fig. 6 for the first five deposited layers. The

two thermal histories reveal distinct differences between both parameter sets,

especially regarding the peak temperatures. In case of parameter set 1, a peak

temperature of ≈ 470◦C during the deposition of the first layer is identified

where this temperature is around 110◦C lower in case of parameter set 2. This

effect, related to the significantly reduced laser irradiance, already indicates sig-

nificantly lower temperatures during multilayer deposition using parameter set

2. During the deposition of subsequent layers, the measured peak temperatures

decrease due to the increased distance of the deposited material to the thermo-170

couples in the substrate.

Figure 6: Thermal histories of the deposition process using parameter set 1 (a) and parameter

set 2 (b) for the first five layers showing different peak temperatures between both sets as well

as a general drop of measured temperature in the substrate due to the increasing distance

between thermocouple tip and location of deposition.

In the following, results of IR thermography along the deposition up to the last

20th layer, plotted in 5-layer increments are provided, see Fig. 7. It can be seen

that the structure processed by set 1 suffers higher thermal loads compared to

set 2 as already observed from the thermocouple measurements. The increased

laser irradiantion in case of parameter set 1, results in heat accumulation within

the Al structure.
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Figure 7: Temperature evolution of the deposition processes using IR thermography. An

increasing heat accumulation along the deposition process can be seen in case of set 1 (a)

whereas a stable temperature profile for set 2 (b) developed.

This is predominantely traced back to the fact that the introduced heat is not

transferred completely along the Al structure and the substrate before a sub-

sequent layer is deposited. This is supported by the fact, that the thermal180

conductivity of Al decreases for elevated temperatures above the melting point

[24, 29, 30]. This supports the observation, that the thermal penetration into

the subjacent structure increases with increasing number of layers. The remelt-

ing depth during early stages of the process was measured to be around 2 mm,

which corresponds to a complete remelting of one previously deposited layer

as well as fractions of the second last layer. During the deposition of the last

layer, the remelting depth was determined to around 3 mm, which implies that

around two layers are remelted during deposition. Despite its increase during

the process, the observed remelting is comparatively low compared to WAAM

of Al-Mg. Here remelting depths of up to 4 layers are reported by Oyama et al.190

[31], although the interlayer waiting time was twice as much. It can also be seen

that a high volume of material is cyclically heated to high temperatures, which
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is also associated with thermal expansion and contractions. Furthermore, this

phenomenon aggravates with increasing number of layers.

In contrast, the temperature distribution observed for parameter set 2 shows

less heat accumulations in the vicinity of the deposition location and along the

structure. This indicates that the introduced heat is rapidly conducted along

the structure before the deposition of a subsequent layer. During the full depo-

sition process, the remelting depth during the deposition of subsequent layers

were measured to be constantly less than one layer height. In summary, from200

these observations, it is concluded that a higher amount of energy is introduced

into the material in the case of set 1, due to the higher irradiation intensity to-

gether with an increase of the absorption of Al in case of elevated temperatures

[29, 30, 32]. This is supported by the increased temperature of the structure af-

ter the deposition of several layers. However, a more detailed analysis is needed

for the comprehensive evaluation of the temperature distributions during the

process.

In this regard, Fig. 8 (a) indicates the areas for temperature measurements

presented in the following considerations. In Fig. 8 (b) the temperature differ-

ence measured in the middle of the structure, one second before and after the210

deposition of individual layers are plotted.

Figure 8: Identification of the measuring areas during the thermal comparison (a) as well

as the temperature difference taken from the middle of the deposition tracks measured one

second before the deposition of a respective layer and after completion (b).
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An incremental heat accumulation during the process is seen for parameter

set 1, whereas parameter set 2 results in a more constant and lower tempera-

ture difference. The influence of the substrate, which generates a strong heat

conduction can be anticipated for both sets. The temperature difference dou-

bles between the 5th and the 15th in case of set 1 from around 45◦C to around

110◦. By comparison, certain heat accumulation is also present for set 2 but

significantly less pronounced. Approximately constant values after the deposi-

tioning of the 5th layer are achieved. These observations indicate that in case of

parameter set 2, stable deposition conditions are reached in early stages of the220

process. The comparison between the temperature before (a,b) and after (c,d)

the deposition of respective layers taken from the start and end regions using

the two parameter sets is plotted in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Comparison of the temperatures measured before the deposition of respective layers

using set 1 (a) and 2 (b) as well as after (c,d) with respect to the difference between the start

and ending regions of the tracks as indicated in Fig. 8.
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The effect of the substrate vicinity regarding the heat conduction is still present

but much less significant along the length of the layers. For set 1, it can be seen

that both the global temperature of the structure as well as the temperature

difference between the start and end of the deposited layers increase during the

deposition process. The temperature at the beginning of the deposition tracks

before the deposition, develops an almost constant value of ≈ 80◦C after the

completion of the 5th layer. By contrast, an approximate constant increase of230

the temperature of the end of the deposition tracks up to ≈ 140◦C after the

deposition of the 20th layer is evident. From this, the development of increasing

thermal gradients along the longitudinal direction of the structure is deduced.

This is not observable for set 2, in which an approximately constant temper-

ature as well as temperature difference between start and end of the tracks is

determined approximately after the deposition of the 5th layer (d). The tem-

perature difference between the start and end regions in case of set 2 shows a

constant value of ≈ 60◦C already after the 5th layer. This behaviour is also

observed after the deposition of layers.

The cooling rates within the 1st, 10th and 20th layer taken at a deposition length240

of 140 mm and averaged along time intervals of 0.5 s are shown in Fig. 10. In

case of set 1 a maximum rate around 200◦C/s for the first layer deposition is

measured.

Figure 10: Exemplary cooling rates for parameter set 1 (a) and parameter set 2 (b) showing

significantly increased cooling rates for set 2.
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After the first defined time interval, the cooling rates show constant values with

increasing time and increasing number of layers. This is in agreement with the

analysis of the temperature evolution that indicated heat accumulation within

the structure processed.

By contrast, the cooling rates for set 2 are much higher and differently char-

acterized, see Fig 10 (b). A general decreasing slope along the analysed time

intervals is evident, having the maximum rate during the first layer deposition250

around 400◦C/s. The cooling rates along the 10th and 20th layer show a general

decreasing slope with increasing time interval as well as approximately equal

values between each other. This correspondence is an additional indication that

the deposition process becomes constant with respect to the heat dissipation

occurring during the process along the structure, as already assumed in the

investigations of the temperature evolution. Significant differences in thermal

stress and grain growth between the two sets of parameters can already be de-

duced from these results.

It is noted that the effective cooling rates directly during the solidification pro-

cess are critical to the evolving stresses and microstructure. These are known to260

be many times higher than the cooling rates measured here after solidification

of the material [2, 12]. However, the cooling rates at the time of solidification

can not be measured with IR, since the melt emission would have to be known,

which changes abruptly during solidification. In addition, during the transition

from liquid to solid, the cooling rates would have been to be analysed for a time

interval which is assumed to be multiple times less than the 0.5 s step size chosen

here. The results shown, however, can be used for a qualitative comparison.
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4.3. Temperature Gradients

The thermal contour plots during the deposition of the 20th layer are given

in Fig. 11 for both parameter sets. The solidification conditions during AM of

metals are strongly related to the temperature gradient G, given as

G = |∇T | =

√(
∂T

∂x

)2

+

(
∂T

∂y

)2

+

(
∂T

∂z

)2

(4)

and the solidification velocity R at any location along the solidification interface

as

R = vt cos θ (5)

in which vt is the travel speed of the heat source and θ equals the angle be-

tween the main heat flow direction and the scanning direction of the heat source270

[2, 10, 33, 34]. It is well known that the relation between G and R reveals im-

portant information regarding the development of thermal stresses as well as

grain growth behaviour [2, 5, 11, 12, 17]. In this regard, the developement of

high values of G supports the development of residual stresses in terms of the

temerature gradient mechanism [35]. Regarding the microstructure, the ratio

G/R determines the mode of solidication i.e. the grain morphology, and the

product G×R the size of the grains [2, 33]. The maximum growth rate appears

in the centre of the melt pool in which the angle between the scanning direction

and solidification direction is zero, i.e. R = vt [2, 34].

Figure 11: Thermal contour plots for the deposition of the 20th layer for set 1 (a) and 2 (b).
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From the results shown in Fig. 11, representative calculations of the occurred280

thermal gradients, along the deposition track (dashed arrow) |∂T∂y |, as well as

in transverse direction (dotted arrow) |∂T∂z | were performed. Due to the small

thickness of the deposited structures, the gradients along the width are assumed

to be neglectable as commonly done in AM of wall-like structures [2]. As ex-

pected, the process using parameter set 1 results in both an increased melt pool

and heat affected zone (HAZ) compared to set 2.2 The HAZ, in which thermal

expansions and contractions occurred, was also significantly lower for set 2. The

melting pool, depicted by temperatures above 640◦C, is considerable larger in

case of parameter set 1. A melt pool length of approximately 13 mm and 3

mm along the deposition direction was determined for parameter set 1 and 2,290

respectively.

Temperature gradients obtained along the indicated arrows in Fig. 11 are plot-

ted in Fig. 12. In case of parameter set 1, the thermal gradients along the

longitudinal direction were less than 20◦C/mm. In contrast, they exhibited

an approximately linearly decreasing slope along the defined thermal contours

regarding the transverse direction. The maximum thermal gradients showed val-

ues of |∂T∂y | = 18◦C/mm and |∂T∂z | = 102◦C/mm. From this it can be stated,

that the gradient along the y-direction can also be neglected in case of set 1.

For parameter set 2, the thermal gradients along the transverse as well as the

longitudinal direction show high similarities. Significantly higher gradients with300

nearly biaxial equal magnitudes were observed. The maximum values were mea-

sured to be |∂T∂y | = 154◦C/mm and |∂T∂z | = 172◦C/mm. By this, their differ-

ence is around 4 times lower than in case of set 1 and |∂T∂y | has to be taken into

account.

2It is noted that both the melt pool size and thermal gradients along the structures change

during the deposition of an individual layer as well as for each subsequent layer.
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Figure 12: Thermal gradients during the deposition of the 20th layer using parameter set 1

(a) and parameter set 2 (b) in longitudinal and transverse direction, taken along the indicated

arrows in Fig. 11 and measured by IR camera.

The thermal gradients analysed show distinct differences between the both

sets. Thus, the resulting microstructure is also assumed to be considerably

different. Therefore, a brief microstrucutral analysis is performed and discussed

in the following with respect to the developing grain size and shape within the

solidification structures.

4.4. Microstructural analysis310

In Fig. 13 representative extractions along the height of the deposited struc-

tures at a deposition length of 140 mm are shown. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) illustrate

cross and longitudinal sections from the structure processed with parameter set

1, where (c) and (d) show the corresponding microstructures from parameter

set 2. Distinct differences in grain size and orientation are evident as expected

by the consideration of the analysis of the temperature evolution and thermal

gradients during the processes.
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Figure 13: Cross (a,c) and longitudinal (b,d) sections taken at a deposition length of 140 mm

showing large columnar grains along the sample in case of set 1 (a,b) as well as a refined

microstructure and more equiaxed grain growth in case of set 2 (c,d).

As expected, the corresponding microstructure processed by set 1, shows a typi-

cal columnar solidification structure along the height of the sample. In contrast,

a lower laser irradiance (set 2) leads to a refined microstructure including coarser320

and finer grained areas along the height. In this regard, the determined average

grain sizes dav according to DIN ISO 643 standard [36] are shown in Fig. 14. It

can be seen that the grain sizes in the early stages of the process are significantly

smaller than at later phases for both parameter sets, which is agreement with

the observation of increased cooling rates and penetration depths in early stages

of the processes for both sets. With parameter set 1, the grain size increases for

the entire process along the height. The slope of the grain size, decreasing for

increasing number of layers, shows similarities to the observations of increasing

heat accumulation and decreasing cooling rates during the deposition process

for set 1. Therefore, it is assumed that the temperature gradients also decrease330

for increasing number of layers. Thus, coarsening and inhomogeneity of the

microstructure develops along the height of the structure.
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Figure 14: Average grain size along the heigth of the structures, measured according to DIN

ISO 643 [36]. Distinct differences between the parameter sets as well as with increasing

distance to the substrate are shown.

The observations during the thermal analysis are also reflected by the result-

ing solidification microstructure for parameter set 2. An increase in the average

grain size can be seen only for the first layers, in which also higher cooling rates

were measured. The rest of the structure shows almost constant average grain

sizes along the height. This consistency was also observed for the developing

process temperature during the deposition process for set 2. The determined

products of G and R during the deposition of the 20th layer yield in values of

1700◦C/s and 5433◦C/s for set 1 and 2. This is a difference by around factor340

3.2, which is approximately equal to the difference of the average grain sizes be-

tween the two structures processed. It has to be noted, that the determination

of G is strongly dependent on the isothermal range, in this case 600 − 640◦C.

For this reason, the current gradients are calculated with a maximum value of

640◦C. However, the actual gradient between the melt and the solidification line

is assumed to be much higher as melt pool temperatures in a range of 103 ◦C

typically develop [31, 37]. Therefore, the effective temperature gradient G is an

underestimation, but as already stated for the cooling rates, it is applicable for

a qualitative comparison. The dominant temperature gradient |∂T∂z | in case of

parameter set 1 supported an elongated grain morphology along the building350

direction.
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By contrast, the development of approximate biaxial thermal gradients in y

and z direction resulted in more equiaxed grain morphologies in case of set 2.

The aspect ratio was calculated as a relation between the minor to the major

axis of the grains dmin/dmaj within the 20th layer. A summary of the calcu-

lated solidification characteristics using Eqs. (4) and (5) as well as analysed

microstructural features is given in Table 3.

Table 3: Result summary of calculated values for G and R during the deposition of the

20thlayeras well as characteristic features of the solidification microstructures regarding av-

erage grain sizes and morphologies.

Parameter Symbol Set 1 Set 2 Unit

Solidification rate R 16.67 mm/s

Temperature gradient G 102 326 ◦C/mm

Solidification mode G/R 6.1 19.6 ◦C·s/mm2

Solidification scale G×R 1700 5433 ◦C/s

Average grain size dav 332 99 µm

Grain aspect ratio dasp 0.36 0.82 -

5. Conclusions

This contribution presents a detailed characterization of the thermal pro-

file in wire-based LMD of multilayer Al-Mg structures using a systematic laser360

irradiation adaptation. Minimum and maximum possible laser irradiation in-

tensities were used, representing the extreme cases within the possible process

parameter window. The structures showed significantly different surface qual-

ities as well as microstructural features. IR thermography turned out to be

a powerful tool to assess the wire-based LMD processes of Al-Mg in terms of

process stability, heat dissipation phenomena and developing solidification mi-

crostructure. Based on the experimental results presented and discussed in this

paper, the following conclusions are drawn:

• Distinct differences can be achieved by a systematic variation of the laser

irradiation while keeping process energies such as line and specific energy370

constant.
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• The resulting solidification microstructure is strongly related to evolving

temperature profiles, making a tailoring of microstructures possible by

controlling the process temperature.

• The application of a maximum irradiation intensity results in a poor sur-

face quality together with the development of a coarse microstructure,

associated with strong heat accumulations within the structure and high

fractions of remelting during the deposition process.

• Reduced irradiation intensities result in improved surface quality as well

as a refined and constant microstructure that is produced as a result of380

increased cooling rates and high biaxial thermal gradients |∂T∂y | and |∂T∂z |.
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